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Office Bar 

"Ontario Dive"

The Office Bar is a South Ontario watering hole with cold beers, strong

cocktails and mostly local clientele. The bar has weekly specials like Taco

Tuesdays, Karaoke, country nights, etc. and the drink prices are always

friendly to the wallet. The selection of both well cocktails and craft beer

are also quite diverse considering the bar's low key atmosphere.

 +1 909 947-5627  2425 South Grove Avenue, Ontario CA
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Spectators 

"Spectator Sport"

Located right next to Cucamonga-Guasti Regional Park, Spectators is a

dive/sports bar where visitors can catch a game, have a drink or shoot

some pool. The bar is located in a strip mall right in front of the park and

although it may not look fancy, the drink prices are what ultimately drive

people in. On Sundays during NFL season, Spectators has all of the games

and for the rest of the year, some type of game is usually on the various

TVs displayed on the walls.

 +1 909 466 5551  750 North Archibald Avenue, Ontario CA
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Slater's 50/50 

"100% Delicious"

At Slater's, the kitchen grinds 50% bacon and 50% beef into a burger that

could be considered one of the best burgers in Southern California. Their

signature 50/50 Burger presents the aforementioned farm-raised patty

topped with pepper jack cheese, a sunny-side up egg, avocado and a

chipotle mayo in between a brioche bun. The menu recommends different

beers to accompany its burgers or, if you want to choose your own, the

bar has more than 100 different types. Some of the other amazing burger

combos include the Sriracha Burger made with honey Sriracha bacon or

the Pizza Burger made with an Italian sausage mix. Slater's also serves

salads, chicken sandwiches, wings and other comfort food; don't forget to

order a side of "Frickles", these Panko encrusted pickles served with a

side of honey mustard are nothing short of spectacular.

 +1 909 803-1991  slaters5050.com/locations/rancho-

cucamonga/

 8009 Day Creek Boulevard, Rancho

Cucamonga CA
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Boston's Gourmet Pizza Restaurant

& Sports Bar 

"Pizza from Boston"

Boston's Gourmet Pizza in Fontana also serves comfort food like burgers,

ribs and pasta in addition to superb pizza. With original pies such as the

bacon cheeseburger pizza and the chicken Peppadew made with Spanish

Manchego cheese and Peppadew peppers, originality is old-hat here.

Boston's also features a sports bar with flat screen TV's so you won't miss

the game, and they stay open till 2a every day of the week!

 +1 909 823 2300  www.bostons.com/locations/fontan

a.html

 16927 Sierra Lakes Parkway, Fontana

CA
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